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Chapter I. Introduction 
The aims of this paper are 
(i) to study the model theory of traditional tense logics (of T-type, 
see § 1 ), this includes completeness theorems, ultraproducts; 
(ii) to introduce and investigate new types of tense logics and seman- 
tics (G-types, see § 2) that arise in connection with the analysis of the 
tenses of English [ 10]. 
1. Traditional ten~ logics (type T) 
The language of traditional tense logics contains, besides the classical 
connectives and quantifiers, the tense co:mectives G (G~ reads: ~ will 
always be true) and H (H~ reads: ~ was always true). Using the other 
connectives we can express F~ = ~C~ (~ will be true) and P~ = "-H~¢ 
(q~ was true). 
The programme of traditional tense logics (see [4, 14, 15] ) can be 
described as follows. Let (T, R, 0) be a 'flow of time', i.e. T is a set, 
called the set of moments in time, R is a binary relation on T, called 
the earlier-later relation and 0 ~ T is the present moment. We imagine 
that a truth value [~]t, called the truth value of  O at the moment t, is 
* An earlier version of this paper appeared as a technical report, Jerusalem, April 1969. 
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associated with each moment of time t and each sentence ¢~. ~ Tradi- 
tional tense logics require the following truth table to hold: 
(1) [G~] t = T i f f  [¢]s = T for all s such that t R s. 
(2) [H¢lt = T i f f  [~]s = T for all s such that s R t. 
We consider ~b to hold in the time (7'. R, 0) if [¢]0 = T, for' all possible [ ]. 
Our intention is to consider various possible basic properties of  the 
flow of time (e.g. we can assume that 'time' is the rationals, the reals, 
or discrete or branching, etc.) and to axiomatize the corresponding set 
of all sentences that are valid at each 'time'. Experience shows that 
there is a remarkable correspondence b tween properties of the flow 
of time and various axioms. These results are presented in Chapter 2. 
2. G-type systems 
Traditional tense logics are not suitable for expressing tensed state- 
ments of English. We do not speak by saying G H G ~He. There are 
other, less obvious, reasons for the inadequacy of T-type systems for 
analyzing the tenses of English. This led me (in [ 10] ) to examine the 
tacit assumptions of traditional tense logics and to suggest new types 
of tense logics, namely types G. 
The assumptions of traditional tense logics are: 
(a) choice of tense operators, 
(b) choice of semantics, i.e., the fact that each sentence ~has a truth 
value at a point t ~ T and not over a sequence of points or an interval~ 
(c) choice of the inductive defimtion of the truth table for the tense 
operators. 
Regarding (a), Prior [ 16] and Kamp [ 11 ] tried to incorporate the 
connective J (Jq~ reads: ~ is true now) and faced the difficulty that essen- 
tially the truth value of J¢ cannot be evaluated at a point tonl,, ,  without 
reference to the point s of utterance. Take, for example: 
"It is now the case that I will later be glad that i an  
going now. '~ 
Another example shows that even in the case of pure G, H, F, P opera- 
I For simplt :ity we assume in Chapter 1 that we are dealing with a propositional language. Foi 
more details ee the beginning of Chapter 2. 
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tors, account must be taken of the point of utterance. Take, for exam- 
ple: 
"I will not admit that it was I who told him that the 
price will change." 
In this example ach "will" and "was" must/ump over the present. 
More details are given in [ 10]. In Chapter 3 of this paper, we study 
the formal properties of semant!cs where a statement # may be evalu- 
ated at more than one point of time. In fact such systems arise in modal 
logics as well, in connection with the subjunctive conditional [ 1, 19]. 
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Chapter 2. T-type systems 
3. Outline of results 
In this Chapter we give completeness proofs for a wide ~ange of tradi- 
tional tense systems. 
Our language contains, in addition 'to the classical connectives, the 
operators G (G¢ reads: it will always be the case that $) and H (H$ 
reads: it has always been the case that q~). 
Our basic system WK t (a weak fo~m of Lemmon's Kt) is obtained by 
adding to the ordinary first-order predicate calculus the following: 
Axiom schemes: 
G($--, 4) ~ (G$ ~ G4) ,  
H(¢-~ 4)"  (H¢ ~ H4);  
Rules of inference: 
I--¢--4 
I-- G¢~ Gff , 
I--¢--4 
I-- H¢~ H4.  
In case our language contains equality we add the well-known axioms 
for equality. 
3.1. Definition. A tense structure '21 is a structure 
21 = ('2It, Vts , <, >, QI , Q2, O)t.s~r • 
T is a set which is taken to be the set of all instances of time, ~lt is an 
ordinary first-order structure for each t ~ T, and < and > are two 
binary relations on T. Vts is defined whenever t < s or t > s. It is a 1-1 
embedding ofA  t (the domain of ~t) into A s. V n, has the following 
properties: 
(a) V n is defined and is the identity map, 
(b) if each of Vts, Vsr, Vtr is defined, then Vtr = Vsr o Vts , 
(c) if t < s and s > t, then Vts and Vst are 1-1 maps onto and are 
inverse to each other. 
Q1 and Q2 are sets of moments of time. t < s (resp. t > s) means that 
the moment s is in the future (resp. past) of the moment . 0 denotes 
the present moment. 
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The system WK t is importarA because aL modal systems considered 
in [ 12] are interpretable in WK t or its extensions. For example, the pure  
G-part of  WK t is C2 o f  [ 12 ] (with G take~a s a necessity). 
We define [4~(a I , ..., an)It  ("the truth value o f~ in ~l for the elements 
a t . . . . .  a n at time t")  by induction as follcws: 
(a) For a predicate P and a i E A t ,  i = 1 . . . .  , n ,  [P (a l  , . . . ,  a n )] t = T in 
i f fP(a I . . . .  , a n ) has the value T in ~l t. 
(b) [~¢(a I , ..., a n)l t = T iff [~(a 1 , ..., a n)l t = F; 
l~(al ,  ..., an) ~ ¢(bl ..... b,Dl t = T i f f  
l~a  I , . . . .  an) ]  t = 1: or [ ,,/l(b I ..... bin] t = T; 
(3x  ()(x,  a t , ...,,ln)] t = T iff 
for some b ~ At  we have [~(b, a I , ..., an) ]  t = T .  
(c) lG~(al . . . .  , an) l~  = T i f f  
t ~ Ql and for every s such that t < s we have 
[O(Vts (a l )  . . . .  , V , s (an) ) ]  s = T .  
(d) [H0(a I ..... an)l = T i f f  
t ~ Q2 and for every s such that t > s we have 
[¢ (g ts (a  l )  . . . .  , Vr~,(an))! s = T .  
(e) [a = b] t = T i f fa  = b. 
[~1 a is defined to be [~b] 0. 
From now on we identify a with any Vts (a ) .  
In § 4 we prove the completeness of the axiom system WK t for the 
given semantics. 
We shall also treat ,ystems tronger than WKt. 
The following are particularly important: 
3.2. The system KB. KB i:., like WK t except that the rules of inference 
of WK t are replaced by 
t -¢  be  
KB is complete for the seraantics described above except that 
Q1 = Q2 = T.  
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3.3. The system Kt (of Lemmon). If we add to KB the axioms 2 
~H ~G(q~ -* ~), ~G "~-H(~ -, ¢), 
Vx G#(x) -* G '¢x ~(x), G Vx #(x) -+ Vx G#(x), 
VX HCffx) ~ H WX ~(X), H Vx ¢~(x) -~, Vx He(y), 
we get the system K t. 
K t is complete for the semantics of KB with the added condition: 
( t<s)  iff ( s>t ) .  
3.4. The system KG. If we add to K t tile axioms 
GO-* GG¢, H¢~ HH¢, 
we get the system KG. 
KG is complete for the semantics of K t with <, >, required to be 
transitive relations. 
3.5. The system KS (of Scott). The system KS is obtained by adding the 
following axioms to KG: 
G(G¢ ~ G~), H(H¢ ~ H~), 
~G ".(0-+ 0), ~H-'-(¢-~ ,;0), 
G(G(~k ~ ¢0) v G(~ -* (G(~ ~ ¢0), 
H(H(ff -* 4~)) v H(# --, (H(O ~ if)). 
KS is complete for the semantics of KG with < a dense total order with 
no endpoints (in Kt; > is the inverse of,().  
3.6. The system KH (of Hamblin). KH is obtained from KS by adding 
the axioms 
G(¢ ~ ¢~), H(¢ ~ ¢). 
KH is complete for the semantics of KS with < required to, be reflexive. 
2 The last four axioms are derivable (Prior). 
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We conclude by considering tense systems based on nonclassical 
predicate calculi such as the intuitionistic or minimal logics. We outline 
similar esults for these systems. 
In a subsequent paper we shall prove the decidability of the propo- 
rational parts of all systems considered. This is an application of a 
theorem of M.O. Rabin ([8, 171 ;see also [7] for further completeness 
results). 
4. The Completeness Theorem for WK t 
In this section we prove the corapletene,,;s theorem for WK t, using 
an idea of Makinson [13] and Scott [ 181. We shall also interpret 
various modal systems (like C2, E2 of Lemrnon [12] ) in WK t. 
Let L be a tense language with at most ~,~ symbols and let C~, 
/~ < ~ be a sequence of ~ pairwise disjoint sets (each of power 8a) 
of distinct individual constants. Define 
Lo = L + C o 
(i.e., L 0 is obtained from L by adding to L the members of C O as 
additional individual constants), 
L~+I =Lt+C t, 
Lt = IJ L~, ~ a limit ordinal. 
u<l~ 
Let ®0 be a WKt-ccnsistent theory in L (that is for no finitely many 
ffi ~ O0 do we have WKe I-- ~(Ai ~i)). We shall construct two models 
'21 and ~' of O 0 , each with special propertie~i. One model, 9J, shall be 
used later, in connection with ultraproducts, the other, ~', shall be 
used to treat systems tronger than WK/. 
4.i. Definition. A theory is a set of formulas. A theory A (in the 
language L~, for some ~ < So,) is said to be a.WKt-satutated set iff it 
has the following properties: 
(1) A is WKt-consistent; 
(2) i f~ v ~ 4, thenCE A or lk~ A; 
(3) i fgx ~(x) ~ 4, then for some constant c, ~(c)~ 4;  
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(4) for every 4~, q~ ~ A or ~¢ ~ A; 
(5) A t--wr:t q~ implies ~ ~ A. 
4.2. Lemma. Given a WKt-consistent theory 0 o in the language L~, we 
may enlarge ®o to a saturated theoly O in the language L~+ l . 
For a proof see [20]. Thomason's proof was for intuitionistic logic, 
but the same method applies in our case. 
4.3. Lemma. Let A be a saturated set in the language Lt. Let G(~ ~ ~) 
and ~ G(~ be in A. Then there exists a sat,wated set Ao in the language 
L~+ 1 u.ith the following yroperties: ~ 
(1)"-~ e 6~; 
(2) for every ~, if G~ e A, tLen ~ e A ¢. 
Proof. The set 
A o={~~}u {~IG~A} 
is consistent. If this is not the case, then for some finitely many 
~1, @,: suchthatGt~i~A,  1 -<. i<n,  wehave~wK t IAi@i^ ¢~ 
(We may assume i~> 1 since we may take ~b i = (~ -~ 9).) I.e., 
~wK, ~ ~ ( "'"-* (~,,  -~ 4~) ... ), 
hence 
}--WK t Gff I ( ... (G~ n -~ G~) ... ) 
by Section 3, rule (2) and axiom (1). Since A is a saturated set, we 
conclude by 4.1 (5) and modus ponens that G¢ ~ A, which is a contra- 
diction. Now, by Lemma 4.2, we may enlarge A 0 to a saturated set A e 
in L~+ 1 . 
An analogous lemma holds with G replaced by H. We denote the 
theory constructed in it by A~. Note that ifG~b ~ A for a saturated 
theory A (and some ~k), then G(¢ --- ~) e A for any ~. 
3 A0 is an abbreviation for (A, 0) which denotes a new theory that is associated with a and 
0 having properties (1) and (2) of Lemma 4.3. Similarly 4 0. 
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Now we turn to construct the models. Let Oc, be a WKt-consistent 
theory in the lar~guage L, and extend O 0 to a satuiated set O in the 
language L 0 . We now construct the model '~ of O (of the first type). 
Let L* be U~<~, L~. To each 0 in L* we shall associate two symbols Pc, 
and F~ (P for p~st and F for future). Let T* be the set of all finite 
sequences with element x of  the form x = F, or x = P,,  including the 
empty sequence ( ).~ 
We shall now define a functi3n fon  a subset of T*. For t ~ T* of  
length n, f(t)  (if defined) will be a saturated theory in the language L n . 
f (t)  is defined by induction on the length of t as follows: 
f ( (>)  = O, where ( ) is the empty sequence. 
l f f ( t )  = A and for some ×, G(× ~ ×) ~ A and "GO ~ A, then we 
define f ( t '~F~))  = A ~' ; in all other cases f ( t " (F¢) )  is undefined. 
l f f ( t )  = ~,, and for some ×, H(× o, X) ~ A and ~H0 ~ A, then we 
define f ( t" (P ,>)- -  ~; in  all other cases f(t^(P~>) is undefined. 
Let T o c_ T* be the set of  all t ~ T* such that f ( t )  is defined. Now 
we define the model 94. The set T o shall serve as time. We define < and 
> on T o as foliows: 
t<s  iff s=t ' (F~)  for some0,  
t>s  iff s=t"<P, )  for some0. 
For each t c domfwe define the model ~t as follows: A t is the set 
of individual constants of the language of f ( t ) .  For a predicat e P of  L, 
let P(x I . . . .  , x n ) hold in ~t i f fP(x l ,  -.., Xn) ~ f ( t ) .  Vts is defined to be 
the identity mapping. Finally we define 
Q! = (t E T O I G(0 -~ 0) E f ( t )  for some 0 ~ L*) ,  
Q2 = (t ~ T o I H(0 -~ 0) ~ f ( t )  for some 0 ~ L* ). 
0 is taken to be ( >. We claim now that 
(*) [¢(cl ..... cn)]t = T iff 0(c 1 ..... c n) E f ( t ) ,  
and prove it by induction on 0. For atomic 0 this holds by defirfitica. 
The connectives -~, ~ and the quantifier 3 present r,~o difficulties. 
Since f ( t )  is saturated, we have G~ ~ f ( t )  or ~G~ ~ f ( t ) .  Let 
G~ ~ f(t) .  Then since 
WK t J-- ~t --~ (0 ~ 0) ,  WK t i-- G~b -> G($, ~ 0),  
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we conclude that G(¢ ~ ¢) ~ f(t), hence t ~ Q1. Therefore, by the con- 
struction of f (s)  for t < s, we have ¢, ~ .f(s) for any s such that t < s and 
the left-hand side of  (*) holds too. If ~GCJ ~ f(t), then we distinguish 
two cases: 
(1) t ¢ Q1 ; then, by definition, [G~] t = F, and the right-hand side of  
(*) fails. 
(2) t ~ QI,  hence G(¢~ -, ¢) a f(t);  then, by construction, 
-,, ~b ~ f ( t '<F~ )), t<  t ' (F~ ) ,  
hence 
[G~k]t = F. 
A similar proof may be given for the case of H. 
Since ®0 c__ ® and f(0) = ®, we cenclude that ~l is a model of  00.  
4.4. Remark. The relations < and > on T O (in *he model 91 ) are tree 
relations. That is, if we define rps  i f f t  < s or t > s, then we have: 
(1) For no t, s, r do we have t ~ s and t ~ r and s ~ r, where ~ is the 
transitive closure of p. 
(2) For every t ~ T O there exists an n and t 1 .... , t n ~ T O such that 
0pt l ,  t lP t2  . . . .  , tn_ lP t  n, tnPt .  
That is, every t E T O is connected with 0 by < or >. 
We now define the other model, ~', of  O (second type). Let T' be 
the range of the function fdef ined above. For 4 : ,4  2 E T' we define 
A 1 < A 2 iff 
(a) the language of  A 1 is included in the language of A 2 , 
(b) for every if, G~k ~ A: implies ~k ~ A 2 . 
41 > A 2 is defined similarly with G replaced i~y H. 
We now define 9,1 a , A ~ T'. A a is the set of  individual constants of 
the language of 4.  For a predicate F ,,. - define P(c I , ..., c n) to hold in 
• ,, i f fP(c 1 , ..., c n) ~ A. Vzxl,~. is the identity and 0 is taken to be O. 
Qt, Q2 are def'med as in the case of  the model ~i. We may prove by 
induction that [ff(c 1 , .... cn)] ,, = T iff ¢(c l , . . . ,  c n) E 4 .  
4.5. Remark. If we examine the semantics uggested by the model ~', 
we easily see that 
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(a) if we take necessity N~ as G¢}, we get the system C2 of Lemmon 
[12I; 
(b) taking NO as ¢ ^ G~, we get E2. 
We now turr, to the system KB. We want to prove that KB is complete 
for the semantics as of WKt except hat Qt = Q2 = T. To prove this we 
define the concepts of KB-consistent theory and KB-saturated theory as 
in the case of WK t. We repeat he construction of the models 9.1 and ~[ 
in the case of KB. Since KB t- (~ ~ ¢), we get KB I-- G(¢ -~ ¢) and 
KB I-- H($ -- 4}). So, since any theory f ( t )  = A in the models ~1 or ~l' is 
KB-saturated, we have G(¢ ~ cp) ~ A, H($ --} 0) ~ A. That is, Q1 = Q2 ": T. 
4.6. Remark. We may interpret model ogics in KB as well: 
(a) By taking NO to be G~ we get T(C). 
(b) By taking N~ as ~P ^  Gg} we get T. 
5. Various other systems 
We now turn to the system Kt. First a few remarks. In a KB model 
we may have t~ s ~ T such that t < s and A s properly includes A t (i.e., 
Vrs is not onto As) .  That is, elements "are born" and "die" (ifs > t). 
Our Kt-semanqcs has the additional requirement 
t< ~ iff ;>  t; 
therefore, if t < s, then both Vts, Vst are defined, and thus we Lave 
Vts o Vst = V n , We conclude that A t = A s. So nothing "is born" and 
nothing "dies". The axiom Vx G¢(x) -~ G Vx ¢(x) can be easily seen 
to hold in this semantics, as well as all the other axioms of K t (given 
in §3). 
We now turn to proving that K t is complete for the semantics just 
describe:l and proceed as follows. 
First we def'me the notions of a Kt-consistent theory and a K t- 
saturated theory. The definitions are analogous to the corresponding 
definitions given for WK t. Tile following three lemmas can also be 
proved, along the same lines. 
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5.1. Lemma. Any Kt-consistent theory A o in the language L t may be 
extended to a Kt-saturated theory A in the language Lt÷~. 
5.2. Lemma. Let A be a Kt-saturated set in the language L~. Let 
~Gqb ~ A. Then there exists a Kt-saturated set A¢ in the language L¢+ ~ 
with the properties: 
(1) ~¢ ~ A ~, 
(2)for every ~, if G~ ~ A, then ~ ~ A ¢'. 
5.3. Lemma. K t t-- H~b A HCl ~ H(¢ A ~b), K t I-- G¢ A G~k "~, G(¢, A ~).  
We now continue to prove two important lemmas. 
5.4. l_emma. Let A be a Kt-saturated set #~ the language L~. Let 
-.G~) ~ A. ?'hen there exist two Kt-saturated theories A* and A *'~ 
b¢,th in the language Lt+ w , with the properties: 
( l )AC_ A*; 
(2) ~¢, ~ A*'~; 
(3) for every d/, if G~k E A*, then (u e A*¢; 
(4) for every qJ, if H~/ ~ A *~, then ~O ~ A*. 
Proof. Using L~.mma 5.2 we construct a Kt-saturated theory A ~ in the 
language L~+ 1 such that: 
(a) -'-¢ ~ A~, 
(b) for every @, ifGtO ~ A, then ~b ~ A~ 
We now prove that the set 
A o=AU {~IH~b~A ~') 
is Kt-consistent. 
Assume that this is not the case. Then for f inite:, /many o~ i ~ A, 
1 < ,,," < n, H~bi ~ A ¢ , 1 < / < m, we have 
t ! 
We may assume m, n ~ 1 since A is non-void and Kt-consistent. More- 
over, 
G 
K, t-A. ai ~- G ~H .A~p 
t ] 
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A i if! is in the language Lt+ I . Let c t , .... c~ be the constants occurring 
m A 1 ~1 which are not in Lt.  Then we have 
Kt I- Aa/~'  (Vx I , x k) G H , 
t 
where ~k~ is like $l except that c I , .... ck are replaced by the variables 
x I , ..., x k , respectively. Since A ie  t- ~ A, we conclude that 
(Vx I ..... x k) G ~H .A~b) E A 
and t 
K t I-- (Vx I . . . .  , x , )  G~H A .~ ~ G (Vx 1 ..... x~ )~H A6 
hence ~ J 
(Vxl ..... xk) ~n ACs) 
But / 
t-Kt /AH~! ~ H At~ / ; • / 
therefore H A/ffi E A*, which is a contradiction. 
We now have that A0 is Kt-consistent. We extend A 0 to a saturated 
theory &2 in the language Lt÷ 1 . We now have that for every #, if 
H$ ~ A*, then ¢ ~ A2. We prove that the set 
A~ = A* u { ,  I G~k ~ A 2} 
is Kt-consistent. The proof  is similar to the proof (given above) of the 
consistency of &o- We enlarge Ao* to a Kt-saturated theory A~ in the 
language Lt+ 3 , and continue in this :aanner. We get the sequences 
A2, '~'4, A6, .... 
A 3, A s .... 
(axiom), 
such that 
(a) A2n is Kt-saturated in L~÷2n, 
(b) A~n.l is Kt-saturated in L~+2n÷! ; 
(c) for every ¢t, i fG¢, ~ A2n, then ff ~ A~n+l ;
(d) for every if, if HO ~ A2n+l, then ~k ~ A2n+ 2. 
Now let 
A* = UA2n, A *~ = OA~n +1 " 
It is e~sy to see that A* and A *~ fulfill the requirements of the lemma. 
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5.5. Remarks. (1) If we replace G by H and H by G throughout I.amma 
5.4, we get the dual theorem. 
(2) In Lemma 5.4 we may assert hat A* and A*¢ are in the language 
L~+~, in place of L~+,o, because of the obvious "isomorphism" of L~÷ 1 
and L~+~o ver L~. 
5.6. Lemma Let T o be a set o f  finite sequences o f  the form (xi . . . . .  Xn). 
where each x i is o f  the form P~ or F¢,, ~ any sentence o f  the language L O. 
Let g be a function assigning to each t E T o a saturated theory A t in the 
language L o. Further assume that 
(1) Card To < ~d; 
(2) i f  t = s~'(F~) for t, s e T 0, then  
(a) ~G~ ~ A s, 
(b) ~~ ~ A t, 
(c) for every ¢2, i f  G~b ~ A s, then ~/ E A t , 
(d) for every ~b, i f  H~b ~ A t, then ~b ~ A s; 
(3) i f  t =s"(P~) for t,s ~ T 0, then 
(a) "H~ ~ A s , 
(b) ~~ ~ A t, 
(c) for every ~, i f  l id/E A s, then A t, 
(d) for every ~k, if  G~ ~ A t, then ~b ~ A s. 
Let ~Ga E A t , t E T o . 
Then there exists a function g* with the following properties: 
(i) The domain o f  g* is 
T~o = r o u (t"fF.>) . 
(ii) g*(s) = As* for s E T~, where As* is a saturated set in the language 
L *= tJ L~. 
~<~a' 
(iii) For s ~ T O , AS* ~ A s. 
(iv) .T~ andg* have properties (1), (2), (3) above. 
Proof. If t"~(F~) ~ T o, take g* =g, Tff = 7 o . We now assume that 
t"¢F~> ~ T 0 . We begin by defining an order on Tff. 
t< s firs = C'(z>, where z = F# or Po" We have that (T~,  <)  is a tree. 
(We may assume that the empty sequence is .in T o). Each path in this 
tree is well-ordered and countable. 
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Let h I be a function from the set ol  limit ordinals of  ~ ,  onto T~, 
with the property that each s ~ T~ is obtained ~,,, times as a value. Let 
h be a function from ~a, onto T~0 with the following properties" 
(1) h(O) = s = t"(Fa), 
h ( l )=t ,  
h(2) = predecessor f t, 
and so on until we reach 0. I fh (m)  = 0, then h(n) = 0 for al! n ~ m. 
(2) ~(~,) = 0 for every limit ordinal X. 
(3) Let h 1 (X) = s; then there exists a unique path 
0<Sl< . . .<Sn<S 
leading to s. Let h(~, + k) --- s k for 0 < k < n, h(k + n + 1) = s, 
h(), + n + k+ 1) = sn-~l  for 0 < k < n, and h(), + m) = 0 for m ~ 2n+2. 






Ar 0 =A,  fo r r~ t, re  To; 
A 0 _ = (At)*, As 0 = (At)*a for ~ = t~'(Fa>, where (At)* and (At)*~ 
are theories constructed as in Lemma 5.4. 
Stage #: 
(I) If~a is a limit ordinal, take As~ = U~<~, As~. 
(II) Ift~ = ~+ 1, we may assume that: 
(a) each As~ is in the language Lx for some ~, < ~t + 2; 
(b) for every pair t, s such that s = t ~'(F#) (or s = t"(Pa)) one of 
the following holds: 
(b l )  for every ~, i fG¢  ~ A~ (re~p. H~ ~ A~), then ~ e As~; 
(b2) for every if, ifH~k E As~ (resp. G~k ~ As~), then ~ e At ~. 
We may assume (II) (a), (b) since they hold for stage 1 and taking 
unions preserves this property. 
We now define the sets As~ for s E T~ as follows: Let h(~) = s, 
h(~ + 1) = t. If  t = 0 and s = 0, define ArU = A~ for r ~ T~. I f  this is not 
the case, then, by our assumptions, t is either a successor or a prede- 
cessor of  s. So either ( I I ) (b I) or (b2) holds. We enlarge As~ and At~ to 
theories A~* and.Ate* such that both (bl) and (b2) hold. Ate* and As~* 
are in the language L x , k </a + 3. This we can do by the method of 
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proof of Lemma 5.4. We now define &t u = A~ for r ~ s, t and A~ = (At)* 
and ArU = (A~)*. 
We remark that property (b) still holds. This may be best understood 
by observing that the function h(~) actually walks along tbe paths cf T~ 
without jumping. 
To conclude the iemma we define &.* = O~.~,~ , z~ for s E T~'. ~)efining 
g*(s) = &*, one can verify (using the propert~es'gf h) that g* fulfills the 
requirements of the lemma. 
£7. Remark. (1) We may assert in Lemma 5.6 that all z~* are in the 
language L l (since L* is obtained by adding constants to L 0, as is Ll ). 
(2) If we replace G by H, H by G, P by F and F by P throughout 
Lemma 5.6, we get a true statement. 
We now have the necessary lemmas to prove the completeness theo- 
rem for K t. Let ® be a Kt-saturated and K:consistent theory in the lan- 
guage L0 . Let T O = {0),g0(0) = O. Given ~G¢ ~ ®, using Lemz:la 5.4, 
we construct two theories ®*, ®*~ in the language L 1 with the proper- 
ties stated in ILemma 5.4. Let 
TI = (0, <F,>),  (0) = O*,  (<F,>) = O** .  
We continue by induction. Assume that T~ and g~ fulfill the assump- 
tions of Lemma 5.6 for the language L t. Let ~C~ ~ gt(t), t ~ Tt. De- 
fine 1 --- g +l = where  and g~" are constructed as in Lem- 
ma 5.6. B," Remark 5.7.. g~(t) for t ~ T~' is a theory in the language 
L~+ 1 . T~+ 1 andg~+ 1 fulfill the assumptions of Lemma 5.6. In case T t 
and gt, ~ < #, are defined and t~ a limit ordinal, we take T u = O~< u Tt 
and gu (s) = O~< ug~(s) fors ~ T~. 
We choose ~G$ E gt(t) and "-'H$ ~ gt(t), t ~- T~, in such a manner 
that each "GO, ~H$ at each t E Tt is treated, although we may need 
to well-order the set of all t 's and all ¢'s built on the language 
L* = Ut<~dL ~. 
5.8. Lemma. Let T= U~<~ , T~ and g(s)= U~<~ ,g~(s) for sE T~. Then: 
(a) Each g(s) is in the sa~ne'language L* ~ U't~<~" L~ and (T g) fulfills 
(1), (2), (3)6fLemma 5.6. 
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(b) For each ¢p, s, i f  ~G¢~ ~ g(s) (resp. ~H$ c g(s)), then t = s" (F , )  ~- T 
(resp. t = s" iPo)  ~ T). Moreover: 
(b l )  ~$ E g(t), 
(b2) for  every ~k, i f  G~ ~ g(s) (resp. H$  ~ g(s)), then tk ~ g(t). 
(c) For any two satttrated sets A t , A 2 in the range o f  g the fol lowing 
are equivalent: 
(e l ) fo r  every ~/, i f  G~ ~ A l , ihen ~/ ~ A2 ; 
(c2) lbr every ~/, i fH~/ ~ A 2, then d/ ~ A t . 
Proof. It is easy to verify (a', and (b). To verify (c) we prove, for example, 
that (c l )  =, (c2). Let H~b -" &2 and "-~ ~ A t ; then  [-Kt "~ ~ G ~H~0. 
ThusG "--H~ E AI ; so, if (c l )  holds, we get "-H~k ~ A 2 , which is a con- 
tradiction. We are able to carry o dt this proof since A 1 and A 2 are in 
tl~,e same language and so ~ $ A1 imp !ies ~ ~k E A l .  We are now able 
to construct the model 91 (of the first type) of the theory ®. 
Time is the set T defined above. 9/t, t E T, is defined using the theory 
g(t). A t is the set of constants of L '~ (L* is the hmguage of any g(t)). 
For a predicate P we define P(c 1 .... .  c n ) to hold in a t i f fP(c I . . . .  , c n) ~_ g(t). 
We define t< s iff either t = s" (P , )  for some $ ors  = t " (F , )  for some ¢. 
Properties (b) and (c) of Lemma 5.8 assure us that whenever t < s and 
G~ ~ g(t) we have ~k E g(s). t > s is defined as s < t. Vts is defined as the 
identity. We may now prove by induction on ¢ that [~b] t = T i f f  $ E g(t). 
Thus '~1 is a model of  O. 
To construct he n~odel 91' (of the second type) we take T' as 
T' = (g(t) I t ~ T). V~'e define 
A l<A2 iff foreverytk,  i fG~At , then~0~A2;  
A1 > A2 iff for ever)," 4, if Hff ~ A t , then ~ E A 2 . 
Lemma 5.8, (c) is actually: J"t < A2 iffA2 > Al" 
We define '~1:, using the theory A as usual. Vts is *.he identity. We 
have for every ¢, [¢]z, = T i f f  g} ~ A. 
5.9. Remark. In the model 9.1 (of the first type) of K t , < is a tree rela- 
tion on T; that is, for no t q: s ~ r ~ t do we have both t < r and s < r. 
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5:10. Remark. Given any system I(.X (where X = G or X = S, etc.), which 
is stronger than K t we may proceed as follows. First we define the con- 
cepts of KX-consi~tency and KX-saturation as we did in the case of K t. 
We repeat he proofs of Lemmas 4.2. 5.1, 5.4, 5.6 for the case of  ?L~'. 
This is possible since in KX, being stronger than K t , all the necessary 
axioms hold. 
Given a KX-saturated and KX-consistent set O in the language L0 we 
may apply the corresponding lemma (5.1,5.4 cr 5.6) to constant  
(exactly as we did in case of K t) a set of sequences T and a fun,:tion g
with properties (a), (b), (c) of  Lemma 5.8. 
We now proceed to give semantics to the various systems. 
5.11. The system KG. KG is defined as the extension of K t with the 
additional axioms 
C_,¢ -, G G¢, n~ -, n H~. 
We now prove that KG is complete for the semantics of K t except hat 
< and > are transitive. Let a KG-consistent and KG-saturated theory. 
@ be given in the language L 0 . By Remark 5.10 there exists a set of 
sequences T and a function g with the properties of [,emma 5.g. 
We now define the model ~ (of the first type) of @. Time is the set T 
given above. For each t let ~t be the structure constructed from the 
theory g(t) in the usual manner. 
We define < I and > I as follows: t < I s iff either t = s^r, with r a 
sequence of  P~ 's, or s = t~'r, with r a sequence of F~ 's. In other words, 
<I  is the transitive closure of  the relation <,  defined in the case of  the 
model ~ (of the first type) for K t . t > I s is defined as s < I t. Vts is 
defined as the identity. We have to prove: 
(d) For any ~, i fG~ E g(t) and t <I  s, then ~ E g(s). To prove this 
we first remark that by Lcmma 5.8 (a), (b), (c), for every - E 7" and 
every ~b, ifG~k ~ g(r) and r = s"(P~) ors  = r"(F~ ), then ~k ~ g(s). As- 
sume now that t < 1 s. Then either 
(I) s = t'-'(Fg} 1 ..... F~k),  
or  
( I I )  ~ = s" (P~l  . . . .  , Pan)  . 
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Assume further that (35 E g(t). As ~KG C~ -~ G G~, we have G G9 E g(t). 
Then, by what we have just remarked, 
C~ ~ g(t"(Fgl )) 
if (I) holds, or 
G$ ~ g(s~'(Pat, ..., P*m-t )) 
if (II) holds. So in either case 0 ~ g(s) by repetition. 
We may now use Lemma 5.8 (b), (c) with (d) above to prove by in- 
duction that for every $, 
[9]t =x  iff ¢~g( t ) .  
This shows that ~{ is a model of ®. 
We remark that <t  and >t  are traasitive closures of "tree" relations. 
This will be used to prove Craig's Interpolation Theorem for KG and 
that the propositional pa~-t of KG is decidable. 
5.12. The system KS. KS is defined as the extension of K t with the 
following axioms: 
(1) G9 ~, G G~, H~ ~- H H~, 
(2) ~G " (9  -~ 9), ~H ~(9 -~ ~), 
(3) G(G~ -~ 9) v G(9 ~ (G9 -~ ¢)), 
H(H¢ -, 9) v H(9 -" (H0 -* •)). 
We shall prove that KS is complete for the semantics of K t with < a 
total dense order without first or last element. 
We define the concepts of KS-consistency and KS-saturation. Let O 
be a KS-consistent and KS-saturated theory. By Remark 5.10 there exist 
a set T of sequences and a function g with properties (a), (b) and (c) of 
Lemma 5 8. We use g to define a model ,X' (of the second type) of O. 
Time is the range of g on 7'. We define 
~'l < A2 iff for every ~, if Gt~ ~ A 1 , then ~t E A2, 
A l>A 2 iff forevery~k, i t 'H~EAl , thcn~A 2. 
By Lemma 5.8 (c), A 1 < ~2 iffA2 > Al" 
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~lz~ is defined as the structure constructed from A in the usual man- 
ner, Its is the identity and O is designated. 
(0) We may now prove by induction on ~ that ~ E A iff [~]a = T. 
(1) We now show that < is transitive. Let A 1 < Z~2, A2 < A3. As 
t-KS Gq~ -* G G$, we get that i fG$ ~ A l , then G G$ E A t . So G$ E A2, 
and this implies $ ~ A 3 . 
(2) We show now that < is connected. Suppose that we have a fork 
with A < O, A < F, and that O, r are not comparable, and ~ -~ I'. So 
for some $, $ in the language L* we have 
and as • #= r ,  there exists an ~ ~ • such that ~~ E r .  And so ~ v @ ~ • 
and ~~ v $ ~ 1". As GO E ¢,  we have G(,~ v ~p) E O; similarly 
G(~~ v ~) ~ r.  So we conclude that 
is not an element of • since ~~ v $ $ (I, and that G(~a v ~b) -~ ~ v ¢ is 
not an element of F. Therefore, 
G(cx v ¢ -~- (G(ol v ¢) -~ (,-.o~ v ~b))) v G(G(~o~ v $) -* (~ v ¢)) 
!s not an element of A. But this is a contradiction since this formula is 
provable in KS. So ,.'f ¢ ~ F, then either ~ < 1" or F < cI,. 
(3) We shall show that < is dense. * Suppose we have A :# 4~, • {: A, 
A < ¢,  and for no P do we have A < 1" and 1 ~ < (b (and he:~ce not 
cI, < cI,). We show a contradiction. We know that < is connected. Since 
cI, ~ A, there exist ~, ~ such that G~ ~ cb and ~ ~k ~ A, H$ ~ A and 
~¢ ~ ~/,, and since cI, ~ ~, we have, for some a, a ~ h and ~~ ~. ¢.  We 
have ~a v ~, ~ ¢ and G(~a v ~,) ~ ¢,  so we conclude that, since ~I, is 
the moment "next"  to A, G(~a v 6)  ~ A. So in 
HX = H(¢ ^  (G(~a v ~k) ~ (~~ v ~b))), 
X has the property that HX ~ A, HX $ ~. So at c/,, H HX ~ ¢ ;  but FIx 6 cI,, 
contradicting I-KS H HX-~ HX. 
4 H H~ --, Hq,, G Gq, ~ G~ characterize density only when we have linearity. Counter-examples 
may be given. 
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(4) One may easily show that 
-~G --'(4) -~ ¢)) ~ A iff there exists a A' such that & < A', 
~H ~(~ -~ $) ~ A iff there exists a A' such that A > A'. 
(5) We shall use (2) and (3) to show that our model ~t' is elementarily 
equivalent to a model 21" with < a total order. 
Let q) < O', (I)". By (2) we know that i f  oh", co' are differem theories, 
then either el," < q,' or q)' < q)". Assume 0 '  < O". We then have 
• < 4 '  < O", and if 4"  < • we conclude that < is transitive, reflexive 
and symmetric on the set {0, cI,', (I)"). This argument shows that T', 
the range of g, may be written as the vnion of pairwise disjoint sets T~ 
with the property that if A, A' ~ ~,  A @ A', then A < A' and A' < A. 
The family of sets T t is linearly ordered as follows: 
~<r / ,  ~ : t  iff for scme O ~ T~, O' ~ T n, O < cb'. 
By (3) we know that if ~ < r/, T n = {A} and not A < A, then for some 
We form the following structure: Let each T~ be well-ordereu by <¢. 
We form the following model '~1": 
T" = U~(T¢ X r/~X r/t), 
rt~ being the order type of the rationals if card T¢ > 1 or if T¢ = {A} 
lbr A < A; ~ = 1 otherwise. Given (oF i, r i, s i) ~ T" ,  i = 1,2, we 
define (~ l '  r l '  sj )<  (ol, 2, r 2 , s 2 ) i f fone of the following holds: 
(a) ~1 (~ T~,  • 2 E T~z, and ¢ I  < ~2'  ~21 @ ~;. ; 
(b) eo I ~-T~,O 2 E T~ (same e), and r l<r  2; 
(c) • 1 , el) 2 E T~, r 1 = r 2 , and ~1 <~ cb2 ; 
(d) Ol = q)2,rl = r2, ands I < s 2. 
(®, 0, 0) is designated, and > is defined as the inverse o f<.  It is clear 
that T" is densely linearly ordered with no endpoints. 
We defir~ ~l(,>. r s) as the structure constructed from the theory • in 
the usual manner. Let Vts be the identity. 
We now show by induction on ~ that for every ~, A and r, s, 
~ A iff [~](~,r,s) =T" 
For atomic q~ this holds by definition. 
Let ~GO ~ A. Then in the structure ~2(' there exists a A' such that 
A < A' and ~ ~ ~ A'. I f (A', r + 1,0) ~ T", then (A, r, s) < (A', r + 1, 0) 
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and ~¢ E A'. So by the induction hypothesis, [$](,x'.r*t.o) = F. If 
(A', r+ i, 0) $ T", take (A', 0, 0). 
Let G¢ ~ A. Let (A', r', s') be such that (A, r, s) < (A', r', s). Then if 
A, A' ~ T~. for some ~, then it is clear that $ ~ A'. If this is not the case, 
then by the definitit~n of < we must have t~,mt A </a ' ,  so ¢ ~ A'. H and 
the other connectives are treated similarly. We use the fact d~:J~t A < A' 
iff A' > A. We conclude that ~t" is a model of O. 
5.13. The system KH. KH is the extension of KS with the axioms 
GO ~ ¢, He ~ ¢. It is easily seen that KH is complete for the semantics 
of KS except hat < is required to be reflexive. 
5.14. Remark. If we replace axiom (3) of KS by the axiom 
(4) ¢ A GO) A He ~ G He) A H G¢, 
we get an equivalent axiom system (due to D. Scott). 
Proof. We shall show that this system is complete for the semantics of 
KS. To prove this we modify' our proof of the completeness of KS. All 
we have to do is prove property (2) of the semantics of KS using 
axiom (4) in place of (3). This we now show: 
Take A, ep, such that A < ~, P < ~, A --/: F and A, p incomparable. 
We have that for some ~, ~, .~, 
G~ e P, ~¢ e A; 
a E F, ~a  ~ A;  
H~ P, ~~e a. 
So we have 
(¢v Lk v a)^ G(~v ~ v~)^ H(¢v ~k v c~)~ F. 
So G H(~ v ~ v a) ~ F..Wherefore ~v ~ v a ~ A, a contradiction. This 
completes the proof since we may now proceed as in case of KS. 
5.15. Remark. We have seen that tile two pairs of axiom schemes 
¢ ,~ GO, ^  H~ -* G He, 
(I) 
¢:A GCA H¢-~ HG~, 
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(H) 
G(G~O -,* ¢) v G(~ -~ (G¢ ~ ¢J)), 
H(H¢~ -, ~) v H(~ -~ (H~ -~ 6)) 
are equivalent over K t as axiom schemes, i.e., used with the rule~ of 
inference 
~-~ t--~ 
H0,  }-- G~.  
Whey do not express, however, the same property. Let A l (resp. A u) 
be the set of all substitution instances of (I) (resp. (II)). 
Let ~! be a Kt-model of, for example, A I; then this implies that A I 
holds at 0. But if t ~ 0, A I may be false. On the other hand, if we add 
A z as an axiom scheme, then A I mdst hold at any t. 
A I means that there do not exist points t 1 , t 2 such that 0 < t 1 ^  t 1 > t 2 
or 0 > t I ^ t! < t 2 when 0 and t 2 are not < and > comparable. 
A u says that the set of  all points that are < and > comparable with 
0 is linearly ordered. 
In the above description remember that A l or A u holds at 0. 
Now suppose we have a time like 
t 2 \/1 
0 
T:is is allowed by A I, but if we take A t as an axiom scheme, then A i 
must also hold at t 2 , which is forbidden; therefore, taken as an axiom 
scheme, A l means linearity. A similar argument works for All. 
Note that if we define validity of a structure as validity at every 
15oint t ~ T (as some authors do), we cannot make these distinctions. 
5.1 o. Remark. Using the~ methods one can prove that the extension 
of  K t w i l l  the axioms 
G¢~ G G~, H0~ HH¢,  
G¢ -, ~, rib -~ ~, 
G~ H~b 
is complete for the semantics of  K t except Lat < and > are equivalence 
relations. 
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5.17. Remark. Bull [21 gave semantics for propositional denumerable 
KS as follows. The truth values are all subsets of the rationals. ^ is inter- 
preted as union, v as intersection, ,-, as compleme, t. The empty set is 
designated. Let t be any truth value. Then 
Gt= {x I (3y > x ) ) '~  t}, 
Ht = {x I (3)' < x) y ~ t }. 
Bull showed that 4~ is provable iff its value II q~tl in any model is the empty 
set. 
Given a model '21" of KS we may construct Bull's model of KS as follows: 
The time (being denumerable for a denumerab!e language by Lemma 5,8) 
may be identified with the rationals. We define 
llptl = {x [ [Pix = F } 
for a propositional variable p. One may prove by induction that 
x~ I1~1t iff [•]x = F. 
Conversely given Bull's model, we define 
[P]x =Ti f f  x~l lp l l .  
So we get KS ~ $ iff there exists a model in which [$]0 = F iff tllere 
exists a Bull model such that t1~11 :# 0. 
5.1 8. Theorem, Let KC be the propositioHal extensiott of  propositional 
KS with the additional axioms 
H(~HO v ~G ~H~b) ~ H(H ~H0 v H0), 
G(~G~ v ~H ~G~) --, G(G ~G~b v (,~). 
Then KC is complete/or the class of  all structures with (T, < ) beb,g the 
real numbers with the 'smaller than' ordering. 
5.19. Remark. The class of all predicate structures with real "th'ne' is 
not axiomatizable (Scott). 
Proof of Theorem 5.!8 (H. Kamp). Let us prove completeness for the 
propositiom~l case. The reader can verify that the axioms are valid in any 
structure with real 'time'. 
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Let A be a consistent and saturated KC-theory. It is also a saturated 
KS-theory~ so let ~ be a model of A wim rational time r/. Denote the 
truth value in this model by [~]'~. Let A(t) be the set of  all sentences 
such that [$1~ = T. By the axioms of KS and by the fact that A(0) = A 
is a KC theory, we deduce that each A(t) is a KC-theory. 
Let X ~ ~ be the set of real numbers. For any :¢ ~ ~, we want to 
define~ a theory O(x). 70rx  ~ ~, let O(x) = A(x). Suppose x q~ 7/ 
5.20. [,emma. bbr x ¢~ rl. the follow#tg theory is KC-consistent: 
O0(x) = 1,1 u 1" 2 u F 3 u F 4 . 
where 
Pl = {F'~I[~]~ =T fo~somet~r i ,  t>x) ,  
I" 2 = {rCJ I l , l~  = T Jo t  some t ~ rl. t < x ) ,  
1,3 = {G$ I [$]t n =T lb ra l l tEr? ,  t>x) ,  
I" 4 = {lqtk 1 l$]t  n =T for all t ~ r?, t<x) .  
Proof. Assume not. Then for some G~ 1 ~ P3' H~b2 ~ 1-'4' Fq~l, "'" Fek ~ 
P l '  and P~'l .... , P~b~ F 2 , the conjunction is inconsistent. (We can take 
only one Gff I and H~02 from 1,3 and F 4 , respectively, because they are 
closed under (G~ ^  G~k) ~ G(~ A if) ~ KC.) Now since x C r/, there 
exists a t o > x, such that for all s ~ r/and x < s < t o , 
[~G~~bils n=T,  1 ~ k. 
Certainly, [~H -.-~lls n = T, 1 ~ i ~ ]. We also know that [G~ I Is ~ = T. 
Now [HC/2]s q = F, since otherwise the conjunction of the sentences 
above is consistent. It follows that 
1'--i~I¢,2 v ~G '--'H~2l~o =T,  
[H(H ~H~ 2 v Hff2ltno = F ,  
which contradicts the fact that &(t 0) is a KC-theory. Thus O0(x) is 
KC-consistent and therefore can be extended to a saturated KC-theory 
O(x). 
Let us now define the mode' with time X. For atomic p, and t ~ 7.1 
let [Pit x = T i f fp E O(t). 
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5.21. I_emma. For all t E ~, [~]t x = T i f f  ¢ ~ O(t). 
Proof. For atomic ¢~ this holds by definition. The ca~s of'-" and ~ pre- 
sent no difficulties. 
Let [G¢]t x = T and assume t ~ r/; we shall show that G¢~) ~ O(t). Since 
[¢]s = T for all rationals > t, we get (by the induction hyl~othesis) ~hat 
¢ ~ O(s) for all s E r/such that s > t, and so by the construction of  O(t), 
C~ ~ O(t). If t ~ 7, then [G¢]tn = T for the same reason, and so G$ ~ A(t), 
hence G$ ~ O(t). 
Assume now that [G$]t x = F. Then for some s > t, [¢]~" = F. i f  for all 
rationals u > t, [$]u x = T, then by the induction hypothesis, ~c A(u) for 
all rationals u > t. Let u 0 ~ rl be such that t < u 0 < s. Then since 
~ h(u) for all u "> u 0, G$ ~ A(u0). But then by the construction of 
O(s), ¢ ~ O(s), which contradicts [$]s x = F and the induction hypothesis. 
So there must exist a rational u > t such that [~]~ = F, so ~ ~ Aiu). But 
then by the construction of ®(t), ~G¢ ~ ®(t). 
The proof for the case of H is similar. Thus the lemma is proved. 
Now since A(0) = 0(0) = A we get a model of A with time ;~. 
Thus Theorem 5.18 is proved. 
6. The system K ° 
The system K t and its various extensions have the property that all 
structures ~t, t ~ T, have the same domain, that is A t = As,  t, s E T. In 
other words, the same set of individuals exists at all moments. Nothing 
"is born" and nothing "dies". It is true that WK t or KB do not have 
constant domains, but t < s i f fs > t does not hold. We therefore con- 
sider the following system K °. 
K ° is obtained by adding to the ordinary rules of the predicate cal- 
culus the following (we assume that the language is countable): 
Ax iom schemes: 
G(~ -* ~) -~ (G~ -, G~), 
H(¢ -~ ~b) -~ (H~ -~ H~k), 
where all ~:he free variables and individual constants that appear in ¢~ 
also appear in ~b. 
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Rules of inference: 
HO , ~- G~ . 
K~ ~ is complete for the semantics of K t except hat the embedding 
functions Vts may be partial, i.e., dora Vts c A t and range Vts ,- A s. 
The truth tables for the connective G is as follows: 
[G~(al . . . .  , an )] t = T 
iff for every s such that t < s a:Id a 1 .... , a n E A s we have 
[¢(a l ,  .... an)l s -- T ,  
for a 1 ..... a n ~ A t. 
The definition for the case of H is similar. 
To prove completeness we prcceed through the following lemmas. 
6.1. l.emma. Let  0 be a consis~ent set o f  forrnulas with x i . . . . .  x n as 
free variables. Then 0 may be enlarged to a saturated theory in the 
;'ariables 
(x l  .... .  Xn' Yo .. . . .  Yk . . . .  }" 
6.2. Lemma. Let  (9 be saturated and let---G(x 1 ..... x n ) ~ ®. Then 
{~(x 1 ..... Xn) } u {~(x I ..... x n) I G~(x 1 ..... Xn) E ®} 
is consistent and may be extended to a saturated theory ®o with the 
variables (x 1 ..... Xn' Yo .. . . .  Yn .... }, where y i, i ~ w, does not  appe~:r 
in®. Further, i f  HO(x 1 .. . . .  xz  ) ~ ®0, then d/(x 1 .... , xn) ~ O. 
7. Non-classical tense logics 
In this section we shall deal with tense systems based oia the mini- 
mal and intuitionistic logics, but, for the sake of simplicity, only pro- 
positional systems. Our results apply to predicate calculi as well. Our 
proofs shall be given in outline. 
We begin with the system M t (which is an analogue of K t) based on 
the minimal ogic M. We remark that the semantics for M t gives rise to 
a semantics for the logic M itself. 
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7.1. The system M t 
Axioms: ~ 
( l)  @-~ (¢-~ 0); 
(2) ¢ -, (¢ -~ (~) -. [(0 -~ ¢) ~, (¢ ~. ~)l; 
(3) ¢>^ ¢- .0 ,  ~^ ¢-~ ¢; 
(4) (O "" ¢) -~ [(@ "* a) -', (@ -~ ¢ ^ a)]; 
(5) O-~ ~v ¢, q,-+ Ov ¢; 
(6) (@-* ~)~ [(¢J~ a )~ (@v ¢-'> ,~)]; 
(7) (O -~ "-¢) -* (¢ -+ "-@); 
(8) O,f¢ -+ ~b) -~ (GO ~ G~b), H(¢ -* @) - (H¢ --~ H¢); 
(9) @ V G ~H¢, ¢ v H ~G¢. 
Rules of inference: 
F-¢, ~- He, F- G¢. 
We now describe the semantics for which M t is complete. By a stntct'tre 
we meal l l  a structure 
, ' . ) l=<~gt,<,>,<,Q,  0>, tE T, Qc_ T, 
where ~t is an ordinary propositional structure and <,  >, < are bi~lary 
relations on T such that: 
(A) < is a transitive and reflexive relation; 
(B) for every propositional variable p, i fp is true in ~t and t < s, then 
p is true in ~s; 
(C) t < s and s < r implies t < r; 
(D) t < s and s < r implies t < r; 
(E) if t < s, then either s E Q or s > t; 
(F) ifs > t, then either t ~ Q or t < s; 
(G) t E Q and t < s implies s E Q. 
Satisfaction is defined as follows: 
for a propositional variable p,  [P i t  = truth value given t':y ~(t ; 
[0 v @]t = T i f f  [@], = T or [@]t = T; 
[¢~ ^  @], = T i f f  [¢]t = T and [@]t = T; 
[0 -* @]j = T iff for all s such that t < s, either [¢]s = F or [@]s = T; 
[~¢]t = T i f f  for all s such that t < s, either [@]s = F or s E Q; 
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[G~P]t = T i f f  for all s such that t < s we have [q~]s = T; 
[H4qt = T i f f  for all s such that t > s we have [q~]s = T. 
[¢l~lis defined as [~b]0. 
One may easily prove by ind'lction that if [¢]t = T, then 
lqqs = T for all s such that t < s 
7.2. Theorem. M t is complete for the above semantics. 
Proof (outline). By Definition 7.3 and Lemmas 7.4, 7.5. 
7.3. Definition. A theory A is said tt~ be consistent iff not every sentence 
is provable from A. 
A theory & is said to be saturated iff: 
(a) ~ v ~ A imp l ies~ A or ~ &; 
(b )$^ ~b~Aimpl ies¢~Aand~A;  
(c) A I-- ~ implies ¢ E &. 
7.4. l.emma. Let A, ~b be such that ep is not provable in A. Then A may 
be enlarged to a saturated theory A' such that (p ~ A'. 
Proof. See Thomason [20 ], who proves this for intuitionistic logic, but 
M t contains all the necessary axioms. 
7.5. Lemma. Let A be a saturated theory, G<b q~ A and A o = {$ ! G$ ~ A}. 
Then A o b L O. 
Proof. Simple. 
A 0 may therefore be enlarged to a saturated theory A ~ such that 
~b $ A ~ . A similar lemma holds for the case of H (with A instead of A~). 
Let 0 o be a consistent theory, and le~. ¢ be a sentence such that 0 0 b/- ~. 
We now construct amodel ~t of 0 o in which ~b is false. We enlarge 00 to 
a saturated theory 0 such that ~ q~ O. Let T be a set of saturated theories 
with the following properties: 
(a) 0 ~ T; 
(b) if & ~ T, A c A' and A' saturated, then A' ~ T; 
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(c) if A E T and G4 $ A, then some A ~ ~ T; 
(d) if A E T and H~ $ A, then some A o E T. 
Using Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5, we may show that such a T exists. We now 
define: 
(1) Q = {4 I~(¢ -~ ¢)~ ,~}; 
(2) A < A' iff for every ~, Gff ~ A implies ~ 6 4' ;  
(3) A > A' iff for every ~b, H~ ~ A implies 6 ~ A'; 
(4) A < A' iff A ~ A'. 
One may easily verify that requirements (A), (C), (D) on <,  >,  < hold. 
To prove (E) let A < A' and assume that 4 '  ~t Q and 4 '  :~ A. Then 
4'  :P A implies that for some $, H$ ~ A' and ~k ~ A. Since A t- $ v 
G ~H$ we conclude that G ~H$ E A. So by our assumption --,H~ ~ 4'.  
Since -,-H~ E A', we have A' I-- ($ -* 4) -* ~H~.  So by 7.1 Axiom (7), 
A' [- Htp -* ~(4 -~ 4), and since H$ ~ A', we conclude that 
~($ -* ~) ~ A', that is, 4 '  E Q, a contradiction. Property (F) is proved 
similarly. Looking at (5) below we see that (B) also holds: 
(5) ~1~ is defined as follows: for propositional variable p, p is true in 
9~a if fp E A. 
(6) Let O be designated. 
We now claim that in the model (~{A, <, ">, <,  Q, O)~T,  the following 
holds: 
[41 a =T iff 4~A 
The proof is by induction on 4. For ^ , v, ~, see [20]. For G, H, use 
properties (c) and (d) of T above. 
We now deal with --.~. Assume ~4 ~ A. Then we have 
So for every 4'  such that A c__ A' and 4 ~ 4 '  we have ~($ ~ 4) E 4'. 
Conversely, assume "4  $ 4. Then we cannot have A t- ¢ ~ ~($ -~ 4), 
since otherwise A P- (4 -* 4) -" ~4. Therefore there exists a saturated 
theory A' D__ A u {4} such that A' I-/~(4 ~ 4). Thus A' is an element 
of T. We conclude that "4  is false in A. This completes the proof of the 
completeness of M t . 
7.6. The s'.rstem Jt
If we add ,'o M t the axiom ~4 -~ (¢ ~ ~), we get a tense logic based 
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on the intuitionistic prop~itiona.~ calculus. Jt is complete for the seman- 
tics of M t except hat Q is empty. This is true since 
 -Jt -" 0 ) - "  '"  ¢ ) .  
So any A E Q is not consistent~ Hence Q must be empty. 
7.7. Remark. (1 ) If we define necessity as ~ ^  G~ or GO, we get the 
modal logics based on the minimal or intuitionistic logic described by 
Curry [5]. 
(2) By a theorem of Rabin concerning the decidability of S 6o S, we 
may prove that Jt is decidable [ 17]. 
(3) Robinson's consistency theorem in its general form is false in J t '  
M t • 
(4) Analogues of KS, KG may be constructed. 
(5) We m~y constr~zct tense systems based on HD, HE of Curry [5]. 
8. "NOW" as a unary connective (outline) 6 
8.1. The system KJ 
We add to the classical propositional calculus the operators G, H, J, 
and the following axioms: 
Ax ioms:  
(1) those ot Lemmon's Kt ; 
(2) G0 ~ F0, H0 -* P0; 
(3) J(0 ^ ~) ~ J~ ^ J1]/, J "~0 *-~ " J0 ,  J J¢ ~ J ~), 
(4) # J¢ "* J¢, where # is any sequence of P's and F's. 
Rules  o f  in/erence: 
t-- JO , t-- H¢ , t-- G~ . 
6 See the next chapter. 
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Semantics. We define a structure ~ = ('1 t, <, >, 0, 1), t~  T, where 
glt, t ~ T, is a c!assical propositional stru :ture, 0, I E T, and <,  > are 
two binary relations on T with the proferties: 
(1) t  <s i f f s> t, 
(2) Vt3s  ( t<  s), V t3s  ( t> s). 
The trqth value o f~ in 9l t is defined as follows: 
For a propositional variable p, [p ] t = truth value given by Pl t ; 
[~q~lt =T i ff[¢]t = F; 
[~ t~ ¢]t = T i f f  [~]t  = F or [ff]t = T; 
[G¢~] t = T i f f for  every s such that t < s we ha~e [O]s = T; 
[H~b]t = T iff for ever3," s such that t > s we have [~]s = T; 
[Jq~]t = T iff [~]1 = T; 
[~b]~ is defined as [~]o" 
One may verify that all axioms of KJ hold true in this semantics. 
Completenes,r. To prove completeness we use an idea of Makinson 
and Scott. Let 19 be a complete theory. That is for every ~, either q~ E (9 
or ~¢ ~ (9, and if ~ v ~b ~ (9, either ~b ~ 0 or ~ E (9, etc. 
We say 19 P- 4~ i f f fo r  finitely many ~b i ~ 19,t--A i ~i "" ~- 19 is consistent 
if 19 ~ ~b ^  ~q~. 
8.2. Lemma (Makinson, Scott). Let A be a complete and consistent 
theory such that ~G(9 E A. Then 
{~¢~} u [g, l G~b E A) 
is consistent. 
A similar lemma holds for the cases of H and J. 
Let ® be a complete consistent theory. We now construct a model of 
19. Lemma 8.2 enables us to construct a set of T l of complete theories 
such that: 
(1) 19 E T1, 
(2) if A ~ T 1 and ~Gq~  A, there exists A' ~ T 1 such that ~O ~ A', 
and Gff E A implies ~b E A', 
(3) a property similar to (2) holds for H and J. 
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Define 
Let 
A<A'  iff G f f~A impl ies~kEA ' ,  
A>A'  iff H~z~impl ies~A' ,  
A~A'  iff J~A imp! ies~Z~' ,  
ARz~'  iff A<A'vA>A'vZ~A' .  
T={O}u {AET 1 i (3n)OR ~'A}, 
where T is our time and O our 0. 
We now show that for any A ~ T there exists a unique A' ~ T such 
that A ~: A'. It is clear that at least one za' exists. Assume za < A', 
A ~ ~" and A' ~ ~",  that is for some ~, ~ ~ n '  and ~¢ ~ n" .  Since 
t-- ¢~ v -,,¢, we get 1-- J~ v J--,~, so J~ v J ,-,q~  z~. This is a contradiction 
becaus,~' neither J¢ nor J "--q~ can be an element of A since A ~ A', A ~ A". 
We demote this A' by A ÷ . 
We want to show that A ÷ is the same for any n ~ T. Since I-- J J~ ~ J¢, 
we conc!ude that A÷+ = A÷. Let A be such that O R n A; where R is < or 
> but not <~. We now show tt',at O ÷ = A ÷ . If O + ~ A + , then for some ~, 
q~ ~ O ÷ and --,~ ~ A ÷ . We reach a contradiction. For simplicity assume 
O< A l > A 2 < A. Then G H G J¢ cannot be an element of O, since 
otherwise 
HG J~EA I ~, G Jq~E A 2 ~ Jq~E A =~ q~ E A+; 
So since ® is complete, we have ~G H G J~ E O or F P F J ~¢ ~ O. l~ut 
F P F J ~~ --> J ~¢, so J~ ~ O, hence ~¢ ~ O ÷ , a contradiction. 
We now show that for any A such that O + < A 1 > A 2 < A we have 
~÷ = O + . For if ¢ ~ O + and ~¢ ~ A + , then, by a sh~,filar argument, 
J F P F J ~ ~ O. Since J F P F J -'-~ ~ J J --,~b, we conclude that 
J J ~-,¢~ O, so J ~¢ ~ O, hence ~~ ~ O + , a contradiction. 
Using this method we can show that for any A ~ T such that O R n A 
we have O + :-~ A + . We take O ÷ as 1. 
To define our model ~, we defme ~a,  A ~ 7". For a propositional 
variable p def'me [p],, = T i f fp ~ A. We may prove by induction th~,t 
[~ ]a = T i f f  ¢ ~ A. 
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To show that A < A' i f fA '  > A, assume the contrary. So A < A' and 
for some ¢, H~ ~ A' and --.¢) ~ A. But -'-¢ -* G ~He, so G "H~) c= A, so 
"-.H¢ ~ A', a contradiction. The other required properties are also easy 
to show. 
Our system KJ has one defect. Our present 1 is not the moment 0 at 
which we compute lhe truth value. We now cow,sider the c!as~ of all 
models for which this is the case. One can easily show that it is the class 
of all models of  the theory 
1 ~ = {~) ~ J¢) I ~b a sentence }.
If one wants to regard ¢ ,~, .~¢ as an axiom, one may add it to our axiom 
system but restrict he inference rules to apply to just those ¢) that are 
provable without our scheme ~ ~ Jb. I think it is more natural to 
regard this as a first-order theory. 
Such a situation arose in connection with the axioms 
(I) ¢) ^  G~ ^  lt~ -, H G~ ^  G He ,  
(II) G(C~ ~ ~b) v G(~ .~ (G~b .-,. ¢)), 
H(H(p ~ ¢J) v H(~k ~ (He/-~ ¢))), 
which, although proved in Remark 5.14 to be equivalent (over some 
extension of Kt), say quite different hings when regarded as first-order 
theories over K t (see Remark 5.15): 
(I) Any moment in the past (future) of  another moment in the future 
(past) is either in the future or past of  (or in) the present. 
(II) The moments in the future and past of the present are linearly 
ordered. 
This is the case since in deduction from theories we cannot use 
the inference rules, but modus ponens can still be used, 
By a theorem of M.O. Rabin, we may prove that KJ and I ~ are each 
decidable (see [ 16] ). 
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9. Logic~ with next moment (T) and last moment (Y) 
The following is a system of Clifford (1965). 
Axioms: 
T(0-~ ~) ~ (T4~-~- T~k), 
0-* Y TO, 
T -¢  ,-~ ~TO, 
and their mirror images. 
Rules of inference: 
PC v-¢ 
Using our methods we can prove that this system is complete for 
integer time with 
[TO]., = T iff [¢1.~+1 =T, 
IY0]m = T iff [$]r.z-x =T- 
Consider the following system, with G. H, T, Y: 
Axioms: 
(1) K t axioms, 
(2) C~ --,. G GO, H0 -')" H H0, 
(3) C~-', TO, HO-* Y¢, 
(4) Clifford's axioms (1965). 
Rules of inference: 
f" GO, I- H~, l- T0,  I-- Y0. 
Using our method ~ we may prove completeness for the following 
semantics: A structure 9a is a structure 
<~t, <, >, +, - ,  0>tEr, 
where 0 ~ T, <, > are transitive binar~ relations, and +, - are unary 
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functions uch that: 
(a) t<  s i f fs > t, 
(b) t +- =t  =r  -+, 
(c) t- <t< t ~. 
Satisfaction is defined in the obvious manner. <, >,  +, - arc used for 
G, H, T, Y, respt;ctively, 
If we add the axioms 
F (~ ¢) ,  P (~ ¢) ,  
we get semantics with the property 
Vt 3s  (t < s), Vt  3s  (t > s) . 
If we add 
q~AG¢,AH@-*GH@^ HG¢,  
we get linearity of < and >. 
Scott proved that adding 
T~b ~ (G(<P-* T¢)--} G¢) 
and its mirror image gives us semantics with integer time with < as the 
usual < and m + = m + 1, m-  = m - 1. (See [ 14, appendix] .) 
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Chapter 3. Propositional G type systems 
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I0. The system G l 
The language contains J, G, H. J¢ means "~ is true at the present 
moment",  G~ means "¢) will always be true" and H~ means "~ was 
always true". The meaning of "will" is as in 
"He said he will come." 
If u is the moment of utterance, and t (zz > t) is the time he said it, then 
the "'will" refers to the future of u and not the future of t. (Compare 
with "he said he would come"). Similarly, in the sentence 
"He will deny that he killed her." 
The denial is in the future of the moment of utterance but the killing 
is in the past of the moment of utterance and not merely in the past of 
the denial. We are thus led to the following semantics, for a language 
with G, H, J: 
The models have the form (T,  R, O, u, D), where 0,u ~ T, R is a tran- 
sitive relation on T and the following holds: 
( 1 ) if q is atomic and t ~ T, D(q, t) is a truth value, 
(2) for every t ~ T, u R t v t R u v t = u. 
The truth value [~]t of a formula ¢ at the pair of points u, t is 
defined by induction as follows: 
(a) I¢1~' - D(¢, t), for ~ atomic; 
(b) [~~]t = T i f f  [~l~ = F, 
t~ A ¢¢]u = T i f f  [~]~ = [ ~]~ = T; 
(c) [J~]t = T i f f  [~b]u u = T; 
(d) [G¢lt = T i f f  [~]~ = T for all s such that t R s ^  u R s; 
(e) [H¢I~ = T i f f  [¢]s u = T for all s such that s R t ^ s R u. 
is said to hold in the model iff [~]g = T. 
The system G l defined by this semantics can be axiomatized as follows: 
10.1. The system G l . The axioms and rules of inference are those of 
classical logic, together with: 
Axioms:  
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G(O-~ ¢)-, (GO-~ GO), H(0-* ¢)-' (HO-~ no), 
G0 ~ G GO, H~ ~ H HO; 
~b -~ Jqi v J F~ v J PC, F J0 ~ J~, P J0 "-" JO, 
F¢ ~, J F¢, H(J F¢ -, FO), G(J P~ -~- P~), 
PC *"- J PO, J( J  FO -~ FO), J(J P~ "~ PO), 
Rules o f  inference: 
I-- Jq~, I"- Hq ~, 
F-¢ 
I--- GO ; 
We now prove the completeness theorem, namely, that G l t- 4~ iffO 
holds in every model. 
First, observe that all axioms and rules of G! are valid. Second, let A 
be a complete and consistent theory of G l . We shall construct a model 
(T, R, 0, u, D) of A. Let S be the set of  all complete and consistent G 1 
theories. Let 0 = A ~ S. 'i'o define u, let u = {0 1 J¢ E A ). It is easy to 
verify that u is a complete and consistent theory. Let R be the smallest 
relation fulfilling: 
(a) u R O if for all O, if G0 ~ u, then $ ~ O; 
(b) O R u if for all ¢, if H¢ ~ u, then ¢ ~ O; 
(c) OR O' if OR u ^ uR O'; 
(d) if u R O ^ u R O', then c9 R ®' if for all ¢, GO ~ O implies $ E 19'; 
(e) if ® R u ^ 19' R u, then 19 R 19' if for t.ll ¢, H¢ ~ O' implies ¢ E 19. 
Define for atomic 0, 
D(¢ ,O)=T iff O~O.  
Now let 
T = {t~SI  u =tvuR tv  tR  u}. 
We shall now show that (T, R, 0, u, D) fulfills all the conditions of the 
semantics. We shall need a series of lemmas. 
10.2. Lemma. t ~ T and JOE t imply O ~ u. 
Proof. Assume J¢ ~ t ^ t E T. We distinguish three cases: 
(a) t = u~ Then J(¢ ~ J¢), so ~ ~ J¢ E u, and so ~ ~ u. 
(b) u R t. Then F J¢ E u, but F J0 -~ J0, so J0 E u, and therefore 0 E u. 
(c) S£~nilarly for the case of t R u. 
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10.3. Lemma. (1) R is transitive; (2) ~ E T. 
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Proof. (1) We assume t R s A s R r and show t R r. We distinguish three 
cases. 
(a) The case of t = u v s = u v r = u follows easily from the definition 
of R, and the axioms G~# -~ G G~, H~ -~ H H~. 
(b) For the case that t R u ^ u R r, we have that certainly t R r. 
(c) If t, r are on the same side of u, so must be s (because of the defi- 
nition of R). But tnen we use lhe axioms G~ -~ G G~, H~ ~ H H~ to 
obtain transitivity, as we did for the case of traditional tense logics. 
(2) Follows from axiom (4). 
10.4. l.emma. Let  t e T, F¢et .  Then for some s E T such that 
u R s ^ t R swe have epE s. 
Proof. Case 1 : t R u v t = u. Let 
s o= {~lG~k~u}u {@}. 
We claim that s o is consistent, for otherwise I- A ~i "> --,~b. Therefore 
G A ~i -~ G~,  and thus G~~ E u since G~i ~ u. But F~ -~ J Fq~, so 
J F~ e t, and so by [.emma 10.2, F~ e u, a contradiction. Now extend 
s o to a complete and consistent theory s. Clearly, by definition, u R s. 
Case 2: u R t. Take 
s o={~blGf fe t}u{o},  
and proceed as in the c~tse of  traditional tense logics. 
10.5.1.emma. I f  t e T ,nd  Pcb e t, then for  some s such that s R d ^ s R t, 
we have ep e s. 
Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 10.4. 
10.6. Lemma. In (T, R, O, u, D) , fo r  all ~, 
- - r  i f f  e t 
Proof. By induction. We check the cases of J, G, H. 
(a) Since JO v J "-'~ e t for any t, the case of  JO follows from L,~mma 
10.2 and the induction hypothesis. 
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(b) If G~ ~ t and t R u, then by axiom (7) J G¢ ~ t, so G¢ E u. Hence, 
for all t, s, u R s A t R s implies ¢ ~ s. Thus [G~]~ =T. If G~ E t, then 
by Lemma 10.4, for some s such that t R s ^ u R s, ~¢ ~ s. Thus 
[GelS' = F. 
(c) The case of H is similar io that of  G. 
10.7. Lemma. (T, R, O, u, D) fulfills tlle conditions of  the semantics. 
11. The system G 2 
Consider the following statements: 
(i) "By next week he will have finished." 
(ii) "He said he would come.'" 
(iii) "He will say he would come." 
(iv) "I know that by then he would have done it." 
(i) contains the future perfect, which is a form of PC. (ii) contains 
"would", which is a form of F¢. These two statements suggest hat if 
u is the moment of utterance and u R t, then P¢~ is true at t iff for some 
s such that u R s A s R t, ~ is true at s. Similarly, if t R u and F¢ is true 
at t, then for some s such that t R s ^ s R u, we have that 4~ is true at s. 
(iii) and (iv) suggest hat for the other cases (of the relation between 
u and t) F and P behave traditionally. We are thus led to the following 
semantics: 
The models are of the same form (7", R, O, u, D) as in Section 10, 
fulfilling the same properties. The t~th  conditions for J remain the 
same and the truth conditions for G, H are as follows: 
(a) [G¢]~' = "1" iff: 
(1) (~tR  u v t = u) and [¢]u = T for all s such that tR  s, 
(2) tRuAteuand[¢]s  u=Tfora l l ssuchthat tRsAsRu;  
(b) ~ u tHe] t = T iff: 
(1) ( "u  R t V u = t) and [¢]s u = T for all s such that s R t; 
(2) uR  t A u ¢ t and [¢]s u = T for alls such that u R s ^ sR  t. 
now turn to axiomatizing the system G 2 arising from this seman- We 
tics. 
11.1. The system G 2. Whe system G 2 contains the axioms and rules of 
inference for classical logic, together with: 








J '0  ~ ~J0 ,  J(q: ^  ~J) *-* JOt., J~,  J(O ~ J0); 
G(0 "+ q~) "* (G0 "* G~k), H(0 ~ if) -~ (H0 ~ H~b); 
GO -* G GO, H0 -~ H H0; 
0 -* J(~ v F0 v P0), F J0 -~ J~, P J¢ "* J~; 
F0~ JF0v  J P~, P0~ J P0v  J F0, 
J !kA JP (~~AF0) - - ,  JP~,  J~AJF (~AP0)~JF0 ;  
J(0 ^ Hff) "-" G[a v 0 v H(Ga -~ if) l ,  J [0 A G~ -~ G(q~ ^ H~)] ,  
J(0 ^ G~) -* H[a v q~ ~ G(Ha -* ~k)], J [0 A H~k ~ H(¢ v G~k)]. 
Rules of inference: 
~- JO, ~- HO, ,~-GO. 
To prove completeness, define (T, R, 0, u, D) as in the previous ec- 
tion. Similar argument will show that R is transitive, and Lemma 10.2 
holds. The following additional lemmas are needed. 
11.3. l .emma. Suppose t 4= u, t R u ^ s R u and for  all 4~, GO ~ t implies 
¢ ~ s. Then t R s. 
Proof. If u R s, then by transitivity t R s. Otherwise let Ga ~ u, "--a ~ s, 
~k E u, --- ~ ~ t, ~~ ~ t, H~ ~ s. We have J(¢ ^ Gc~) ~ u, so tt (~ v ¢ v 
vGH0 --, a) E u, hence G HO ~ a ~ t and so ~H$ ~ s, a contraction. 
11.2. l-emma. Let : :/: u, t R u, F~ ~ t. Then for  some s, t R s R u and 
¢~s .  
Proof. We claim that the theory 
s o = (0} u {~ I H~k ~ u} u (~'1 G~,'~ t} 
is consistent. For otherwise 
I- ~0 ~, (if' -~ ~~),  I-- Hff -~ H(ff' -~ ~~) ,  
for some ¢J, ~0' such that H~ ~ u, Gff' ~ t. 
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Thus H(~' ~ "ep) ~ u. Now since t q= u, for some 0', 0' ~ u, ~0 '  ~ t. By 
Axiom (6), 
H(ep' v G(@' ~ ---ep)) ~ u .  
Since t R u, we get G(~k' ~ "0)  E t and since G#'  E t, we get G ~ep e t, 
a contraction. 
We can thus extend so to a complete and consistent s. Clearly s has 
the required properties. 
11.4. Lemma. Let  u ¢= t, u R t, u R s, and fo r  all ep, Hep E t implies ep E so 
Then s R t. 
11.5. l.emma. Let  t ¢: u, u R t, Pep E t. Then fo r  some s, u R s R t and 
~s .  
Fhese lemmas are proved in a similar mann~r (see Lemmas 11.2 and 
11.3). 
11.6. Lemma. Suppose ~ t R u v t = u and Fep E t. Then jb r  some s such 
that t R s, we have ~ ~ s. 
11.7. Ler~ama. Suppose ~u R t v t = u and Pep ~ t. Then for  some s such 
that s R t t, we have ep ~ s. 
These two lemmas are proved as in the case of traditional tense logic. 
11.8. Lemma. !n the mode l  (T, R, O, u, D),  
[ep]~ =T i f f  ¢bE t 
for  all ep. 
Proof. By induction, using Lemmas 11.2-11.7. 
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Appendix. Ultraproduets 
A 1. DeVmition. Let K be a fixed tense system (K t for exanlple). Let 
tsar,, 
be an indexed set of structures in the semantics of t.he logic K. Let D b,~* 
an ultrafilter over J. We define the structure 93= HgIt[D (the ultraproduct 
of ~1 i over D) as follows: 
~=(~If, Vfg,<(,~>,Qi,Q2,O) , f',gE T, 
where T = IITJD, 0 = (Ol)/D. < and > are de~med by (we denote by 
g, the ~lements of T and also representatives of these elements): 
f<g  iff { i l f ( i )<fg( i )}ED,  
f>g  iff { i l f ( i )>~g( i )}ED,  
fEQ1 iff { i l f ( i )EQ i l}EO,  
fEQ2 iff {i l f( i)  EQ~}ED.  
Further, 
%of n 
One may easily verify that the definitions are independent of the 
choice of the representatives. Vfg is defined by 
V/g(a)(i) =. V/(i)g(i)(a(i)). 
We may assume that i~ our choice of representatives off, g, a, 
Z/(t)g(i) (a(i)) 
is always defined. 
Since the semantics of the logic K is characteriTed by first-order 
properties of the structure (7, QI' Q2, <, >, 0), we may verify that 
119~i/D also is in the semantics of the logic K. 
A2. Theorem. For every ¢h, a ~ Af, 
[$(a, .. .) l/= T iJf {i I [~b(a(i), ...)I/C ) = X } ~ D 
Proof. By induction on ~. For ~ atomic this holds by definition. The 
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connectives ~,  ^ , 3 present no difficulties. We now treat G. Suppose 
G¢ holds in a large set Jl • Letg be such that / '<  g. Then we have 
f( i)  < g(i) on a large set J2 ; therefore, on Jl ¢3 '/2' ¢~ holds. So by the 
induction hypothesis [$]s = T. 
The proofs of the other direction and of  the case of  H$ are similar. 
A3. Theorem. '~1 -¢ '2t"~/D. 
(I.e,, ~ is an elementary submodel of  ~)IJ/D in a language with names 
for all elements of ~ .) 
Proof. Map t ~ T to (t ..... t)/D. Then, for any t and any ¢~ in the language 
with names for elements of  ~1 t , [q~]t = '-¢bl~t,...,t>/D" 
A4. Compactness theorem. Let A be a K-theory such that any finite 
0 c__ A has a K-model ~®. Then A has a model  
Proof. Let J be the set of all finite subsets ® ofz~, and 
are = {O' e J I ~e' is a model ofO} . 
Then 
Jo n So. a souo, . 
Enlarge (J® } to an ultrafilter D over J; then l-I ~o/'D is a model of A. 
Using this method we may also prove: 
A5. Theorem. Let M be a class o f  K-models closed with respect o ultra- 
products and elementary equivalence. Then there exists a theory A such 
that M is the class o f  all models o f  A. 
We now turn to the proof of some more results for WK t and K t. We 
begin with some definitions and lemma, ~. 
A6. Definition. PC =def ~ H ~,  F~ =def "G "~. 
A7. Definition. Let ~ be a WK t structure of the first type. That is, ~1 
was constructed as the model (of first type) of some theory O, as in the 
completent~ss proof for WK t in Section 4. We have, therefore, that the 
time T of ~ is a set of finite sequences of elements of the form P~ or Fq,. 
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We define a function * (depth)  on  T as follows: 
(F~ >* = (F ) ,  
<P~ >* = (p) ,  
( t " (F~))*  = t*~'(F), 
( t - (P~))*  = t*~'(P>. 
The following holds: If [~(a! ..... an)] t - T, then 
[t*"(aYi  ..... Yn) O(Yl ..... Yn)]O = T. 
The proof  of the above is simple. 
If we are given a Kt-model of  first type, then a stronger version holds: 
If [O(a I ..... a n)] t = T, then 
[(3Yl . . . .  , Yn)  t*"C~(Yl , "", Yn ) l  o = T .  
This is true since in Kt-structures A 0 = A t.  
A8. Definition. Let ~l be a fixed (WK t or K t) structure of  the first type. 
A conste l la t ion  r is defined as a finite set of elements of  the form 
i t ,  a o . . . . .  a n ,  ~(a  o . . . . .  an) ) ,  t ~ T 
with the following properties: 
(1) Each t ~ T apper,'s at most once in 1". 
(2) a o . . . . .  a n E A t. 
(3) 0 appears in r.~ 
Let r 0 be the set of all t's that appear in r. % may be given an order- 
ing R as follows: t R s iff t is an initial segment of  s. It is clear that R is 
the reflexive and transitive closure of a tree order~,aag. Given t, s ~ r 0 
such that t R s, there exists a unique sequence denoted by s -  t such that 
s = t " (s -  t ) .  
We now use the above notation to define for each constellation r a 
formula q/r' by induction on r 0 as follows: 
The case  card r o = 1. Ia this case, 
r = {(0, b! ..... b n, dp(b I . . . . .  bn) )}  ; 
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then 
~r = (3b l  ..... bn)~(b l  . . . . .  bn)" 
Although b 1 ..... b n are not variables in our  language, it is convenient o 
regard them as such. This will make our notat ion much simpler. 
The case card % = m, We have by definit ion that 
(0,  b l  , .,., bn ,  ¢)(b 1 . . . .  , bn) )  E r. 
Let s 1 , ..., s e ~ r 0 be the successors o f  0 E r 0 with respect o the order- 
ingR.  We now proceed to define formulas $1 .. . .  , l e  as fol lows: Let 
~ = {( t - s  l, a 1 . . . . .  ant  i t s i R t and (t, a I . . . . .  anfl E ~r } . 
Let ~k~ = ~vr(t We may assume (since it hoids for the case card r o = 1) 
that if'r; = (: lal .... )a  and a does not begin with (3d)d  G Asi. Let ~k i be 
the formula obtained from ~j by  dropping any quantif ication over 
elements bj ~ A 0 (b i is an element associated with 0 E r 0 , and remem- 
ber that A o c_. Asi)" Now let St  be the following formula: 
(~b 1 ..... 3 , )  (si~VJl ^  , . . . ,  ^ s?,CJ k ^ ¢,(b I . . . . .  b , ) ) .  
We remark that in the case o f  K t we may transfer all the quantif iers o f  
~k r to the beginning. 
A9. Definition. Let *'1 and r 2 be two constellations. We now define 
r 1 u ~'2 as fol lows: Each t E T appears in 7" 1 (or r 2 ) at most  once. 
(1) If<t, a t ..... a n, ~(a I ..... an )) E r I and t does not appear in r 2 , 
then let 
(2) I f  
then put  
(t, a 1 . . . . .  an ,#(a  1 . . . . .  an) )E  r 1 U 7" 2 . 
{t, a I . . . . .  an ,  ¢p(a I . . . . .  an) )  e r ] ,  
<t, b 1 . . . . .  b m, ¢~(b 1 . . . . .  bm)> ~ r 2 • 
(t, a I . . . . .  a n , b 1 . . . . .  b m , ~b(a I . . . . .  a n)  ^ ~k(b I . . . . .  brn)) 
i n r  1 Uz  2 • 
(3) Like (1) with T 1 , . r  2 interchanged. 
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AIO. Def'mition. Let a constellation ~-be given. We define a constellation 
~', as follows: Let (t. a I ..... a n , ~(a 1 , ..., a n ) ) ~ z. Then put 
<t, a I . . . . .  a n ,  q l (a  1 . . . . .  a n ) )  ~ ~,  , 
where ~ is ~l ^ ~2 A ~3 defined as follows: 
(a) ~, = 0 if[0]t = T, otherwise ~1 = "~" 
(b) ~2 = G(0 -* ~) i f t  E QI, ~ otherwise ~2 = ~G(~ --, 0). 
(c) ~3 = H(t~ ~ ~) if t E Q2, otherwise ~3 = " H(~ -~- ~b). 
AI 1. Theorem. Letg.l ,  ~ be two WK t (or K t) structures o f  f i rst  type. 
Then, i f~t.  '~ are e lementar i ly  equivalent,  $l is embeddab le  in an ultra- 
power  of~& 
Proof. Let T~ (resp. Tv ) be the time of ~ (resp.~), and J the set of all 
finite funct ions/with the following properties. 
(a) The domain o f / i s  afinite set of elements of the form 
(t, ~1 . . . . .  a n) t E Tga , a 1 . . . . .  a n E A t . 
(b) ]((t, a I . . . . .  an))  = (s, bl ,  ..., bn), where s ~ T,~ , b 1 . . . . .  b n E B s. 
We shall also write 
s =/ t ,  b i =/a  i . 
(c) If t E QI ~ (or t ~ Q~) ,  then/ t  ~ Q1 '~ (or jt  ~ Q?).  
(d) If t < t' (resp. t > t'), then]t  < jr' (resp. j t  > f l ' )  (we also denote 
<B by <). 
(e) Identifying a with Vts(a)  we get that i fa = b, then/a =jb .  
(f) Each t appears at most once in dom]. 0 ~ dom], and/0 = 0. 
(g) l ( t* )  ~ l((]t)*) ,  where l ( t * )  is the length of t*. 
We now proceed to def'me an ultraf'dter D on J as follows: Let ¢ be a 
constellation i 71. Let ¢00 be the set 
{(t, a 1 . . . . .  an) l (t, a I . . . . .  an, O(a I . . . . .  an))E ¢} . 
Let J¢c__ j be a set with elements j such that 
(a) dora/3_ %0; 
Constellation~ and all other concepts ate defined relative to a fixed model ~of  first Wpe, 
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(b) for each (t, a 1 ..... an,  ~(a I ..... a n )) ~ r, 
[~(al ,  ..., an~! t = lep( ja l ,  . . . , Jan)] # , 
The following holds: 
We show that J% is noncmpty.  
AI 2. Lemma. [ ~br, ] o = T in 9~. 
This may be proved by induction on card r , .  
By the definition of 1", we know that if  
(t, a I . . . . .  a n, ~b(a 1..... a n ) )E  r ,  , 
then [q~]t = T. So for card r .  = 1 the theorem holds. The induction step 
is simple. We now conclude that [ ~k~, ] 0 = T in the structure ~.  
We now define a ] ~ Jr* by induction on card r , .  
The case r ,  = 1. ~r*  = (3a l  . . . . .  a n) ~(a I . . . . .  an). Sn 
[ (3a I . . . .  , a n )  ¢~(a 1 . . . . .  an)l 0 = T 
in $.  So for some b 1 , .... b n ~ B 0 , 
[~(b~ . . . . .  a , , ) ]  o = T 
in ~. As ,~ = ¢' A G(¢~' -" ~') or ¢' A "G(¢~' ~" ~'), we have that 0 ¢ Q1 ~1 
iff 0 ~ Q t '~, etc. Define 
j = {<<0, a I , ..., an), <0, b I . . . .  , bn))} . 
The case card r ,  = n. In this ca~e ~k~, is, by defir:ition, 
(3a  I , . . . ,  a.) (s~'~ l ^ ... A s k ~k  A ~), 
where (0, a 1 .... , a n , ~ ) E r , .  We conclude that for some b 1 . . . . .  b n E Bo , 
[s~'~ki] o = T in ~.  Then for some r i ~ T~ such that l ( r*)  < t(s?) (in the 
case of  WK t, r~ = s*), we have [ ~ki(b I . . . . .  bn)]r i  = T. Now ~i is like 
~br , s i 
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except that some initial (3a) may be missing from a ~ A 0 . For  such an 
a we knew that a b exists such that [ ~l(b, ...)] ri = T. Or, in other  words, 
[~%sil.i = T, 
and we know that for (3a) we may take the b ~ B 0 . So by the induction 
hypothesis there exists a/i  that fulfills our requirements and the addi- 
tional one that/ta = b. We now def'me ] as follows: 
(a) dora / = r ,0  o ; 
(b) 1(0, a I .. . . .  a n) = (0, b I ..... bn); 
(c) ](t. d .... > = (r i n ]i(t - si) , j r ,  ...) for t such that s i R t. 
We have ] ~ J , .  
Having proved that each Jr is non-empty we may enlarge { J  } to an 
ultrafilter D over J, and form ~ J /D. We now define a map f :  T,4 ~ T~/D 
by f ( t ) ( j )  = ]t if defined and a constant otherwise. We embed 91 t in D/(t) 
by mapping a ~ A t onto f  a ~ Bit 0. Let fa(]) =]a if defined, and a con- 
stant otherwise. 
We know that 0 of 9A is mapped onto 0 of~SJ/D. One can verify that 
is elementarily equivalent to • J/D in a language with names for each 
a ~ ~t,  t ~ T~. This follows from the fact that if [~b(a 1..... an)] t = T, 
then 
[¢~f,,, q) .... .  f,,. q))l  fct)o) 
holds on the set J{<t,a~ ..... ¢>~ Our results hold for both WK t and K t. 
AI 3. Definition. Let ~1 be a structure of first type. Let D be an ultra- 
Fdter over J. We now def'me the weak power o f  ~, denoted by 9a~, as 
follows: The time T l of '~A is the set of all elements o fg  E T I /D  such 
that there exists a finite sequence r of P's and F's with the property 
{] E J I g(/)* = r } E D. 
Denote this r by gO. Let 9.1~ be like 9~J/D except that we take T 1 as 
time and drop all 9.1 t for t ~ T t . 
AI4.  Lemma. ~[1/D and ~1~ are elementarily equivalent. 
Proof. One may easily show by induction on ~ that 
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[~]t in 9J/D equals [~]t in ~ 
for t ~ T 1 . (Use the fact that ~ is of the first type.) 
A15. I_emma. ~ is an elementary submodel o f  ~ ~ 
Proof. I f t~  T, then (t ..... D/DE T l . 
AI6. Lcmma. I f  ~ and 98are two elementarily equivalent models o f  first 
type, then Pl is embeddable in a weak ultrapower of~3. 
Proof. We proved that 9J is em beddable in ~ J/D. We note that all ] E .I 
have the property that l(t*) ;~ l(]t)*, t E T~. This implies that 
l(f(t) O) ~ l(t*), where f is  the embedding. So f(t) ~ time o f '~ .  
AI7. Lemma. In ~SJD , i f  [ ¢ ] s = T, then [s°$] 0 = T. 
Proof. The proof is simple. 
AIS. Lemma./f~9 J ,  9J J are elementarily equivalent, then 93 J is 
embeddable in a weak ultrapower of  '~lJo. 
Proof. We repeat he proof of Theorem A 1 1 using the function 0 on the 
time o f~)  (instead of *) and Lemma A17. 
AI9. Definition. Let ~ be a model of the first type. We have defined 
'a~ = 31" We now define ~1 ~" as follows: We tbrm ~IJ' /D' and pass 
to ~1~' using the function 0 of ~l" That is, g e time of '~11~', iff the~ 
exists a finite sequence r of P's and F's such that {] ~ J' I g(J')~' = r } ~ D'. 
Similar lemmas hold for this case. 
A20. Definition. Let ~0' ~t '  ~2 .... be a aequence of structures 
~ln+ 1 = 9anO~'~. We now define a structure '21 (called the ultralimit of the 
sequence. Let T n be the time of ~n and T (time of 9a ) the set of all ele- 
ments of the form <t m, tin+ I .... ) with the properties: 
(1)tn ~ Tn, n ; ,  m; 
(2) tn+ 1 = (t n ..... tn)/Dn ; 
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(3) t m is not of  the form 
(tn-I ..... tn-1)/Dn-l'  t._ I e Tn_  1 . 
For t e T let 9~ t be defined as follows: 
a ~ At iff a = (a m, am+l . . . .  )' 
witha n E ~1 t , an+ 1 = (a n . . . . .  an~/D n. 
We identi~y two sequences that are equal from some n o onwards. 
[P(a . . . . .  b ) ] t is defined as the limit [P(a n . . . . .  bn)] tn.  Let 
t E Q1 i ff tn E Qnll 
for some n o onwards. Q2 is defined similarly. Let 
t < S i f f  t n < S n 
from some n o onwards, t > s is defined simil trly. 
If t < s, then Vts is defined as follows. Lez (a m , am+ 1 , ... ) E A t . Then 
since t < s we have that from some n O onwards Vtnsn(a n) is defined. Let 
v t v ,  , s( (am,  ... )) = ( noSno(ano ), ...; . 
One may easily verify that we get a well-defined structure. 
A21. Lemma. I ra  = (a m, am+l,  ...) and b = <b n, bn+ 1 . . . .  ), then 
[0(a ..... b)] t = T i f f  l im[0(a n ..... bn)]tn = T.  
Proof. By induction on ~. For ~ atomic this holds by definition. 
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